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Abstract

Security of networks is the most important challenge of
the Internet of Things (IoT) that need smarter security
mechanisms. Therefore, a tamper detection (TD) is an
efficient security mechanism based on networks of IoT for
healthcare applications, which used to deal with security
violations. In this paper, a new TD mechanism based
IoT for real data of healthcare application called (IOT-
TD) model has been proposed. This paper effectively pro-
posed (ANN-GA) tamper detection mechanism. Where,
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to optimize weight and
bias values of artificial neural networks (ANN) which lead
to maximize the ANN detection accuracy, minimize the
timing detection and efficiency energy saving. The ex-
perimental results showed that the tamper detection per-
formance of (ANN-GA) is 98.51%. In addition, the pro-
posed model showed that the (ANN-GA) enhances the
timing to 0.03 sec which is important for real time of
(IOT-TD) model healthcare application and the efficiency
energy saving transmission is 1980 times better than full
transmission. Also, the proposed Model relies on the
certificate-based DTLS handshake protocol as it is the
main security for (IoT-TD) model.

Keywords: Artificial Neural Network; Genetic Algorithm;
Healthcare Applications; Internet of Things; Tamper De-
tection

1 Introduction

Nowadays, IoT is becoming one of the hottest research
topics. IoT describes the future, where every day phys-
ical objects will connect to the Internet and be able to
identify themselves to each others [19]. Hence, the IOT
realizing smart environments such as: smart living, smart
home, smart manufacturing, and smart healthcare appli-
cations. Due to the spread of chronic diseases and ris-
ing the cost of traditional healthcare application around
the world; so it urgently demand transform the health-

care from hospital centered systems to remote personal
healthcare systems [12]. Sensors, equipments and detec-
tors around us have a significant impact on our everyday
activities. Which It is becoming more pervasive for at-
tempting to fulfill end users’ need and provide easy of
usability, specially in healthcare applications [14]. There-
fore, one of the most important challenges of IoT based
healthcare is a data security [9]. Where security is a major
issue concerned of the most devices and their communi-
cations in nature [6]. These devices have a capability to
send / receive data between each others using different
communication protocols. The communication protocols
must allowed low energy consumption and sufficient data
security. Therefore, communication protocols are very
important to secure the networks of IoT [17]. Hence, dif-
ferent types of communication protocols such as CoAP ,
IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, 6LOWPAN and Ethernet are
used [13, 15]. The following Figure 1 shows some of secu-
rity and management protocols for IoT .

Figure 1: The framework protocols for IoT based
healthcare

The main objective of internet of things based health-
care application is enhancing the interaction of device-to-
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device, as well as the interaction of device-to-human via
Internet. [14]. Although the collected data from harmless
wearable sensors, such data is vulnerable to top privacy
concerns. Where as the networks of IoT is secured based
encryption and authentication mechanisms, but it so vul-
nerable against cyber-attacks [18]. So, this paper aims to
secure data for digital communication in healthcare ap-
plication [9, 21].

This paper, present a secure and efficient model for
IoT-based healthcare using TD mechanism that monitor
the malicious traffic in IOT-networks. Which it can de-
fend the IOT-networks from intruders [1]. Intrusions are
malicious activities that harmful to sensor nodes. There-
fore, tTD can be used to inspect and investigate devices,
user actions, and identifies the malicious activities for
IOT-networks [11]. The TD works as IOT-networks ob-
server, which avoids the damage of data by generating an
alert before the attackers begin to attack. Also, TD can
detect both external and internal attacks. An external at-
tacks are launched by third party who is initiated by out-
side IOT-networks, whereas internal attacks are launched
by nodes that belong to the IoT-networks.

There are mainly three components of TD: monitor-
ing, detection and alarm [10]. The monitoring component
monitors the network traffics, patterns and resources, de-
tection is a core component of TD which detects the in-
trusions according to specified algorithm and alarm com-
ponent raised an alarm if intrusion is detected [10].

In this paper, IOT − TD model employs the ANN
which have been used to solve classification problems.
The performance of a ANN depends directly on the de-
sign of the hidden layers, and in the calculation of the
weights that connect the different nodes [20]. In order
to obtain a feasible results, the weights of ANN are cal-
culated using a GA [4]. The GA is a meta-heuristic al-
gorithm based on the concept of evolution processes. So,
from all the search spaces of possible weights, the GA will
generate new points of possible solutions to ANN .

Also, this paper employs DTLS handshake protocol
as it is a main security solution for the IoT − TD model.
To the best of our knowledge, IoT − TD model is the
first effort for proposing a secure and efficient model for
IoT-based healthcare application using (ANN−GA ) TD
mechanism. The elaboration of proposed model from the
viewpoint of security as well as performance analysis is
conducted. Also, the results reveal that the proposed
IOT − TD model based healthcare application increases
the detection accuracy, speed up the detection time and
the efficiency of energy saving compared to other well-
known approaches.

Table 1 is the nomenclature of the paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
gives a literature survey. Section 3 presents a concept
of the tamper detection mechanism. Section 4 gives the
problem formulation. Section 5 introduces the proposed
IOT − TD model for healthcare application. Section 6
gives the implementation results and analysis. Finally,
Section 7 contains the conclusion remarks.

Table 1: Nomenclature

IOT Internet of Things
TD Tamper Detection

ANN Artificial Neural Network
GA Genetic Algorithm

DTLS Datagram Transport Layer Security
IDS Intrusion Detection System
UDP User Datagram Protocol
TCP Transmission Control Protocol

COAP Constrained Application Protocol

2 Literature Survey

The IOT performs the complicated functions in a sim-
ple way, which lead to structure more intelligent environ-
ments to make it a safe places for live in. Many researchers
have been working on IoT-based healthcare applications
and wireless sensor areas to provide the best mechanisms
for data security. This section describes a variant contri-
butions which are proposed in recent years.

Jun in [7] proposes event processing based IDS. Which
solves the problem of real time of IDS in IoT-networks.
Authors claimed a design of IDS approach based on the
basis of Event Processing Model EPM . It is rule-based
IDS in which rules are stored in Rule Pattern Repository
and takes SQL and EPL of Epser as a reference. Accord-
ing to the results, this proposed consumed more CPU re-
sources, less memory and took less processing time than
traditional IDS for IoT-networks.

Alsadhan in [2] proposed an optimized IDS for IoT-
networks using soft computing mechanisms. The objec-
tive of this proposed is increasing the performance of the
system and identify each activities in a robust way. Where
authors implemented the soft computing mechanisms like
PCA, PSO and Greedy Search in IDS. In this proposed,
the number of features are reduced with increasing of de-
tection rate.

In [5], is proposed an IoT-based health monitoring sys-
tem architecture which uses star-based 6LoWPAN motes
that are integrated with an AFE device. The system
uses a gateway which collects the data from the motes
and transmits them to server, so they can provide many
services for the connectivity conservation and the rein-
forcement of the system.

In [8], Kasinathan proposed IoT-networks based DoS
detection IDS architecture within the EU FP7 project
ebbits network framework. In this approach, IDS can
listen or monitor 6LoWPAN traffic by using IDS probe.
They used hybrid approach for placement of IDS. DoS
protection manager is core component of proposed system
which raised an alert by using information available on
network manager component.
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3 Tamper Detection Mechanism
(TD)

TD mechanism is an ability of a device to sense with
an active attempt which compromised the device or the
data associated with that device. Hence, it enables this
device to start appropriate defensive actions against any
attacks [22]. The methods used for TD are typically de-
signed as a suite of sensors each specialized for a single
threat type. Also, TD mechanism enables the device to
be aware of tampering and typically fall into one of three
groups:

• Switches: to detect the opening of a device.

• Sensors: to detect environmental changes, voltage
and power sensors to detect glitch attacks.

• Circuitry: to detect drilling or penetrating the de-
vice boundary.

The idea behind of a TD mechanism is to be a sensitive
enough to detect the presence of a tangible threats. Also,
it be able to distinguish from ”false alarms” situations.
There are several methods for applying TD mechanism;
such as ANN and C4.5 methods [16].

4 Problem Formulation

Let zt be set of patient sensors values acquired at time t.

zt(a) = Dt[bt](a), ∀ a ∈ A (1)

Where, Dt denoted as an operator transforming the origi-
nal record bt, and a ∈ z2 indicates the sensors values that
belonging to the regular record A ⊂ z2. As far as there
are no tampering attacks/events.

Dt[bt](a) = bt(a) + ηt(a), ∀ a ∈ A (2)

Where, ηt is a random variable accounting for record
noise values, and bt are acquired from the same sensor
even though typically bt 6= bt−1; because values of patient
record are changed.

When, at time τ∗ an external disturbance introduces
a tampering, the record bt is degraded by an unknown
tamper attack and zt becomes:

Dt[bt](a) =

∫
b(e)ht(a, j)dj +ηt(a), ∀ a ∈ A, t � τ∗ (3)

Where, ht(a, j) is the value-spread function at value a ∈
A.

The proposed ANN − GA TD mechanism analyzes a
sequence of {zt, t = 1, ..., number of sensors} to detect
the time instant τ∗ when tampering like 3 occur. We as-
sume that T0 tampering-free values are provided for train-
ing.

5 The Proposed IOT − TD Model
for Healthcare Application

This section contains the description for the proposed
model IOT − TD. So, the main aim of the proposed
model is to detect the tampering and ensure authentica-
tion of the biomedical information in IoT based health-
care application. Our proposed model designed to detect
a huge types of attacks, which compromise the security of
the biomedical information. These attacks such as: imi-
tating and alteration. In which intruder can interfere and
send an altered data that causes the tampering, bugging,
and interruption of the biomedical information. The pro-
posed model have a combination of IoT technologies, and
communication protocols to design an efficient healthcare
application.

5.1 Model Architecture

The architecture of the proposed IOT −TD model shown
in Figure 2 consists of three main modules: the digital
environment module, local data processing environment
module and remote doctor workstation module.

Figure 2: Structure IOT − TD for healthcare model
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5.1.1 Digital Environment Module

The digital environment module represented by the Ar-
duino UNO Board and some medical sensors such as:
Body temperature sensor, and pulse sensor, etc., which
measure some variables, such as: blood pressure, temper-
ature, and heart rate, etc.. Then the values will gathered
to create a database as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: IOT − TD hardware architecture

5.1.2 Local Data Processing Module

The local data processing module which consists of the
TD component. Which it will receive the data (i.e., tem-
perature, etc.) transmitted from user monitoring sensors
in real-time. Then will be analyzing these values using
ANN − GA TD mechanism and compared it with the
normal values of same patient. Where, ANN composed of
digital nodes explained in subsection 5.1.1 module (equiv-
alent to neurons of a human brain) which are intercon-
nected by weighted links (equivalent to synapses between
neurons) as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Design of ANN-GA

Hence, the outcome of the ANN is altered by changes
of the weights of links. So, the weights of the ANN are
calculated using GA approach. Such that from all the

search hypothesis space of all the possible weights, the
GA will generate new points of the possible solutions.
Therefore, The mathematical description of ANN − GA
as follows:

Yi = F (Σm
i=0Wi ×Xi + b) (4)

Where,

• Xi: is input variable associated with each node.

• Wi: is connections’ weights between inputs xi esti-
mated by GA.

• b: is the bias of the node.

• F : is the transfer function.

• Yi: is the desired output of ANN .

If the output of ANN −GA within the normal range;
which indicates that the patient values observed is nor-
mal, then the data processing module will continue read
the data from patient’ medical sensors. While, if these
values are not within the normal range; it indicating that
the user’s values monitor is abnormal, then the TD will
send a reminder of warning to the patient.

5.1.3 Remote Doctor Workstation Module

Also, the remote doctor workstation module consists of
the same TD mechanism component which observe the
data for patient medical sensors in the real-time , then
set up a personal database for each patient. Hence, TD
will send an alert to patients when sense with abnormal
values at any time then gives disposal proposals.

5.2 Model Topology

In this section, we focuses on the topology of the con-
nections between the sensors and the actuators; which
all nodes are connected to each other by links. In which
it can used to communicate for the data and the signals
transferring. The proposed model’ network is consisting
of IEEE802.15.4 which used in the physical layer. So,
it can provide a wireless communications, where the bits
of data after they have been converted into signals can
be transmitted and received. Moreover, in the data link
layer, 6LoWPAN is used as (adaptation layer) where; the
adjustment from IPv6 to IEEE 802.15.4 is done. In the
addressing and routing of data the Internet Protocol IP is
used. So, we assign to every node a unique IPv6 address.
The next layer is a transport layer, where UDP is used for
the carriage of the data. The UDP is supplying lower la-
tency and it is faster than TCP . The application layer is
last layer, where it uses the CoAP . The proposed model’
network also connects to other networks via Wi− Fi.

The notations used throughout this work which de-
scribes the proposed model shown in Table 2.

Suppose that the proposed network involves a
set of sensors {S1, S2, ..., Sn} and set of actuators
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Table 2: Notations

Notation Description

Sn Total set of sensors

Km Total set of actuators

Lnode total set of links

Sdata Total sensor data

Ksig Total actuator signals

Ploss packet/signal loss

Drec Total data received

Dsent Total data sent

Nnf Number of nodes fails to transmit

Anodes Number of nodes succeeded

{K1,K2, ...,Km} which connected with each other. This
situation is described by the two equations below:

(Sn +Km)−Nnf = Anodes (5)

(Sdata +Ksig)− Ploss = Dsent (6)

The proposed model used the duplex mesh communica-
tions, which means if nodes failed to transmit data/signal;
it doesn’t affect the transmission from other nodes. This
is shown below:

[(Sn +Km)× (Sn +Km − 1)

2
] = Lnodes (7)

6 Implementation Results and Se-
curity Analysis

The proposed IOT − TD model is evaluated for the 36
normal and 36 abnormal patients. All experiments have
been performed using Intel Core i3 2.13 GHz processor
with 2 GB of RAM. The experiments have been imple-
mented using Java language environment with C, Eclipse,
Cloud Interface Linux Operating System 64-bit, and Win-
dows Operating System 64-bit.

6.1 Performance Measurements

The detection effectiveness of the proposed IOT − TD
model is measured in term of TP Rate, FP Rate and
F − measure; which are calculated based on the con-
fusion matrix (CM). The CM is square matrix where
columns correspond to the predicted class, whereas, rows
correspond to the real classes. Table 3 presents the CM ,
which shows the four possible prediction outcomes. Here,

True negatives (TN): indicates the number of normal
events are successfully labeled as normal.

False positives (FP): refer to the number of normal
events being predicted as abnormal.

False negatives (FN): The number of abnormal events
are incorrectly predicted as normal.

True positives (TP): The number of abnormal events
are correctly predicted as abnormal.

TPRate =
TP

TP + FN

FPRate =
FP

FP + TN

F −measure =
2 ∗ TP

(2 ∗ TP ) + FP + FN
.

Table 3: Confusion matrix

Predicted Class

Real Class Normal Abnormal
Normal TN FP

Abnormal FN TP

6.2 Experiment Results

The detection performance measurements by ANN−GA
TD are shown in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 shows the ac-
curacy measurements achieved for C4.5 method. While,
Table 5 gives the accuracy measurements of ANN −GA
TD for the proposed IOT − TD model.

Table 4: C4.5 tamper detection

Class name TP Rate FP Rate F-Measure
Normal 0.793 0.267 0.791

Abnormal 0.733 0.207 0.736

Table 5: ANN −GA tamper detection

Class name TP Rate FP Rate F-Measure
Normal 1 0.033 0.987

Abnormal 0.967 0.0 0.983

From Tables 4 and 5, it is clear that the detection accu-
racy achieved using ANN −GA as TD method is better
than using C4.5.

Table 6 compares the TD accuracy and timing speed
of C4.5 and proposed ANN−GA. Table 6 illustrate that
the propose gives better detection performance (98.51%)
than the C4.5.

Also, the proposed enhances the timing speed to 0.03
sec which is important for real time IOT − TD model in
healthcare application.

The performance comparison of the proposed model
over two other approaches based on several features are
listed in Table 7.

6.3 Energy-Saving Transmission Effi-
ciency Analysis

The nodes in the IoT − TD base healthcare application
are usually battery energy hence; energy is a scarce re-
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Table 6: Testing accuracy and timing comparison

System Test accuracy Model building Time
IOT-C4.5 76.66% 0.06 sec.

Proposed IOT-ANN-GA 98.51% 0.03 sec.

Table 7: Comparative analysis between the proposed
model and other approaches

Feature [3] [5] Proposed
IoT-based X X X
TD-based × × X

Coap × × X
Topology Star Mesh Full Duplex

Mesh
Security Basic AES Block AES-128,

DTLS, WPA2
Energy

Efficiency × X X
802.15.4 × X X

Scalability High Low High
Adaptability High High High

source. Here, this paper compared the transmission ef-
ficiency every 5-minutes according to different abnormal
patient ratios with ”full transmission” and ”energy-saving
transmission”. In the energy-saving transmission mode,
data is transmitted to the remote doctor workstation
module in a 32- byte package at a 5-minute interval. In
the full transmission mode, data is transmitted contin-
uously at a 1-second interval. In total, the size of con-
tinuous data transmitted over 5-minutes is 57,652 bytes
(12 bits ∗ 128/sec ∗ 300s + 20 bytes of package field +
32 bytes of ANN − GA result). A twenty-four hour
of data-set is emulated using 288 every five-minute data
sets. The normal ratio is defined as the percentage of
normal ANN −GA results analyzed by the multi-pattern
abnormal disease matching in the remote doctor work-
station module. Once the ANN − GA parameters are
transmitted to the remote doctor workstation module,
they are analyzed to decide whether to transmit the
raw data. For instance, if the normal ratio is 80%, the
twenty-four hour energy-saving transmission transmits
288∗32 bytes+ 57652 bytes∗288∗ (1−80%) = 3.176 Mb,
and the efficacy is 15.84 Mb/3.176Mb = 4.99. Suppose
that 100% normal patterns can be detected from the pa-
tients; the transmission efficiency is then 1980 times. It
is useful when analysis a huge amount of data such in
healthcare application as shown in Table 8.

6.4 Security Analysis

The security of the proposed model ”IoT − TD” is an
important issue for healthcare application. Where as the
healthcare information is very sensitive and the internet
will never be safe. So, this section is going to discuss the
security architecture of the proposed model in each layer.

This paper propose (ANN − GA) TD efficient mech-

anism at both local data processing and remote doctor
workstation. Where, GA with ANN will produce a hy-
brid neural network. So, the weights of ANN are calcu-
lated using GA algorithm. From all possible weights of
search space, the GA will generate new points of possible
solutions. Which implies that, it possible to optimize the
ANN by modifying the structure of weights calculation.
Hence, (ANN − GA) TD mechanism leads to maximize
the TD accuracy, minimize the detection timing and effi-
ciency energy saving.

Also, 6LoWPAN in data link layer security which is
responsible for the encryption and authentication of the
links. 6LOWPAN provides secure data packets delivery.
besides, in the transport layer the proposed model use
UDP over DTLS mechanisms that could also be used
for CoAP security, in order to save the communications
between the objects. Furthermore, the IEEE 802.15.4
standard has many security protocols, such as the Wi−Fi
Protected Access WPA2 which provides data integrity,
confidentiality and authentication.

7 Conclusions

This paper proposed a new IOT − TD model which em-
ploys (ANN − GA) TD mechanism for secure the sen-
sitive information in healthcare applications. Therefore,
ANN − GA can be used to satisfy the security require-
ments of IoT-networks environment. According to the pri-
mary and earlier experiments, the proposed ANN −GA
mechanism achieved 98.51% TD rate, which can be con-
sidered as the best tamper detection rate compared with
the C4.5 algorithm which achieved 76.66%. Also, the pro-
posed ANN −GA mechanism enhances the timing detec-
tion to 0.03 sec compared with the C4.5 algorithm which
achieved 0.06 sec and efficiency energy saving which is im-
portant for the real-time IOT − TD model of healthcare
applications.
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